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What it's about…
Developing a chip that will enable very small wearable medical monitors with wireless connectivity to small phones and tablets.

Context and project goals
For both in- and outpatient applications the electronic interface to typical sensors and electrodes is still embodied in size and weight that prevents it from being used in the convenient and flexible way expected by new visions of healthcare provision. Integration of the plethora of functionalities required in a wearable medical monitor, including the management of wireless connectivity and its power consumption, holds the key to the breakthrough required for clinical and user acceptance of many continuous use cases.

A highly integrated system on a chip (SoC) will be developed in this project, starting from a multi-channel data acquisition integrated circuit already developed by the principal investigator ETH recently. The new SoC will improve existing design by incorporating on chip many of the conceptual design innovations such as DC connectivity and mains interference cancellation that are currently realized off-chip on a large FPGA. It will more-over incorporate multi-channel transimpedance and charge amplifiers for current, charge and optical sensors. Temperature sensors and actuating functions for stimulation will also be incorporated to make the IC truly multi functional, therefore useable in as many future applications as possible.

Experience from previously engineering portable medical monitors shows that what limits miniaturization even in single function applications is the large variety of critical support functions that need to be realized with separate commercial chips, especially when wireless connectivity is involved. The latter's high power consumption mandates a large battery, unless data transmission can be managed to occur at high rate but in bursts. Frequency and duration of such bursts must be adaptable depending on the use cases. The management of data buffering, storage, interaction between on-chip and off-chip memories and intelligent control of the wireless modem so that it stays connected to the base unit or station even when little transmission is taking place, requires highly sophisticated digital logic and control functions to be integrated on chip. This doesn't exist today and will be realized in the proposed project. Battery and power management circuits for the operation of all the ICs on the monitor PCB, control and data interface between the SoC and the wireless modems and memory, management of a small display (LCD or LED) are all to be integrated before the targeted size (match box) and weight (25g) become reachable.

This interdisciplinary project consists of partners from engineering, biomedical signal processing specialists who can advance automated diagnostics for early warning as well as scientific understanding, and clinical researchers who have already worked on convincing use cases that require miniaturized monitors. Their input to the system engineering and SoC definition, drawing from rich experience in using larger portable monitors to actually carrying out case studies previously, will be invaluable to the success of the SoC. The design of the latter is such a complex as well as costly task that it cannot afford frequent specification changes and addition of functionalities. Nevertheless, continual validation by the clinical team using both the prototype existing at the start of the project, the intermediate prototype developed during the project and the final demonstrators will be of crucial importance to achieving the ambitious goals set by this proposal.

Medical research carried out in their own right in the use cases will advance our understanding of sleep disorders and therapy, oximetry and ECG monitoring of cardiac surgical patients in postoperative wards, verification of onset of dementia, physiological responses to adverse environments such as high altitude, air travel and oxygen deprived working environments. Two commercial partners will contribute their knowhow in diagnostics and engineering during the project. They are also motivated to exploit the results of the project and help them reach the market.
How it differentiates from similar projects in the field

This interdisciplinary project consists of partners from engineering, biomedical signal processing specialists who can advance automated diagnostics for early warning as well as scientific understanding, and clinical researchers who have already worked on convincing use cases that require miniaturized monitors.

Their input to the system engineering and SoC definition will be invaluable to the success of the SoC.

Quick summary of the project status and key results

A modular and multi-functional hardware prototype has been provided to our medical research partners and has been evaluated successfully. While using this hardware platform as a debugging device, a miniaturization of the multi-functional device has been targeted. A first prototype of a medical monitoring SoC based on a parallel ultra-low power (PULP) multi-core processor has developed and successfully evaluated. Recently, a first prototype of a battery-operated biomedical implant device including a wireless link with the dimensions below 1cm³ has been realized.

Success stories

A Versatile Embedded Platform for EMG Acquisition and Gesture Recognition:

The analog front-end IC Cerebro developed at IIS (ETH Zurich) has successfully been implemented in a hand gesture recognition system for an arm prosthesis. The performance of the developed system matches up to a state-of-art high-end active sensor platform at much lower cost. The average accuracy in the recognition of 7 hand gestures is 89.2% (with a maximum of 92%). The joint work opens up the path to affordable and accurate prosthesis devices.


Ultra Low Power and Implantable Biomedical Devices:

Invited due to interests from industry to participate a competition on ultra low power and implantable biomedical devices organized by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK)
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“The chip platform for wearable and implantable medical instrumentation operating in cloud based networks”